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1 Executive Summary
This deliverable addresses in detail the Translate4Rail prototype tests in an operational setting and
recommendations for uptake at European level.
Two cross-border pilots were performed during Translate4Rail between Italy and Austria in Villach-TarvisioPontebba section.
•

The first pilot tested the basic functionality of the tool in an operational environment. Several
pre-defined scenarios including normal, degraded and emergency situations by drivers and
Traffic Controllers were tested.

•

The second pilot addressed the performance of the tool in a real-life operational setting with
a specific focus on the ergonomic aspects.

Results show that drivers and traffic controllers were able to use the pre-defined messages to establish
effective communication. The tests showed that predefined messages are a safety critical part of the
concept of Translate4Rail project and comprise the core element of the proposed solution. The testing
furthermore showed that T4R is able to address these safety requirements. Translate4Rail addressed a real
problem, and the concept has been proved to be working.
Analysis showed that successful European uptake will depend on the ability to: Enhance the tool with next
level Functional, Technical, useability and language aspects.
-

Assure proper stakeholder adoption in bringing the current prototype from TRL level 5 to TRL level
9 brings positive business impact. Therefore more concrete market research and the way to
organise it will be needed.

Analysis shows all rail freight corridors face varying degrees of language related operational issues. Around
430,000 trains are facing language issues on the European level. The sector needs a solution for overcoming
the language barrier to enhance its resilience, flexibility, capacity and competitiveness.
The Translate4Rail team is looking for the future opportunities to capitalise on the experiences, efforts and
high investment in human resources in the current project to join forces with other sector initiatives with
the same aim and to develop a concrete solution by the sector for the sector.
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2 Abbreviations and acronyms
Abbreviation / Acronyms
CSM
EC
EI
GDPR
GSM-R
HUD
ICM
IM
LP
LT
NSA
n.a.
PDM(s)
PM(s)
RA
RFF
RFC
RNE
RU
SMS
sWG
TCR
TRL
TSI OPE
T4R
UIC
WO
Xborder

GA881779

Description
Common Safety Method
European Commission
European Instructions
General Data Policy Regulation
Global System for Mobile Communications – Railway
Head-up Display
International Contingency Management
Infrastructure Manager
Language Programme; the dedicated RNE work structure
Prototype of a Language Tool
National Safety Agency
No Answer / Not Available
Predefined message(s)
Pilot Manager
Railway Agency
Rail Freight Forward
Rail Freight Corridor
RailNetEurope
Railway Undertaking
Safety-Management System
sub-Working group
Temporary Capacity Restrictions
Technology readiness level
Technical specification for Interoperability – Operation and
traffic management subsystem
Translate4Rail
International Union of Railways
Written orders
UIC project and work structure dedicated to the issue of
improving cross border operation
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3 Background
Point 8 of Annex VI to Directive 2007/59/EC establishes the level of language skills to be fulfilled by
train drivers so that they can communicate actively and effectively in routine, degraded and
emergency situations. Moreover, Regulation (EU) 2019/554 gives the possibility of exempting train
drivers from the required level of language skills in pilot projects for international train operation.
Within the 4th railway package, the definition of projects is encouraged by the EU to facilitate railway
interoperability under normal and degraded conditions. This has become a priority in order to facilitate
cross border traffic.

4 Objective
The objective of this deliverable is to capitalise on experience gained during the Translate4Rail Pilots. This
deliverable ensures that best experiences and best practice during the pilots are shared. This deliverable
can be used as the keystone for extension of the Pilot concept at a pan-European level.
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5 Definition
Infrastructure manager1

Means any body or firm responsible for the operation, maintenance and renewal
of railway infrastructure on a network, as well as responsible for participating in its
development as determined by the Member State within the framework of its
general policy on development and financing of infrastructure.
Railway undertaking2

Means any public or private undertaking licensed according to this Directive, the
principal business of which is to provide services for the transport of goods and/or
passengers by rail with a requirement that the undertaking ensure traction; this
also includes undertakings which provide traction only.
(Language) Pilot Project3
Means a project, where applicants may carry out a test of an alternative to the currently
required communication set on the rule of B1 language competence (according to the
CEFR) according to the beforehand defined procedure that covers:
− Identification of the parts of the network and nature of the services concerned;
− Duration of the Pilot project;
− Specification of a scope of the Pilot;
− Indication of an alternative language competences that is proposed to be applied;
− Description of an additional tool to be used to support the communication;
− Demonstration on how an alternative language competences and additional tools
ensure at least an equivalent level of safety (SMS);
− Implementation plan.

Pilot

The tests of a language tool prototype as an alternative to the currently required
communication rules

Mobile GSM-R Means a portable GSM-R (Global System for Mobile Communications – Railway) unit

1

DIRECTIVE 2012/34/EU OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL of 21 November 2012 establishing a
single European railway area
2
DIRECTIVE 2012/34/EU OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL of 21 November 2012 establishing a
single European railway area
3
DIRECTIVE 2007/59/EC OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL of 23 October 2007 on the
certification of train drivers operating locomotives and trains on the railway system in the Community (Annex VI, point
8)
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Signaller Console (Dispatcher console)
Means a communication system that includes all communication interfaces necessary for
safe operation that are required for operational communication from traffic control
centres
User

For the purpose of this document, the “User” is a common designation for train driver and
traffic controller.

Traffic controller4
A staff of an infrastructure manager, the traffic controller undertakes the task of authorising the movement
of trains by documentation and communication. In this document including also the position of a signaller.
Train driver5

Train driver’ means a person capable and authorised to drive trains, including locomotives,
shunting locomotives, work trains, maintenance railway vehicles or trains for the carriage
of passengers or goods by rail in an autonomous, responsible and safe manner.

4

COMMISSION IMPLEMENTING REGULATION (EU) 2019/773 of 16 May 2019 on the technical specification for
interoperability relating to the operation and traffic management subsystem of the rail system within the European
Union and repealing Decision 2012/757/EU
5
DIRECTIVE 2007/59/EC OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL of 23 October 2007 on the
certification of train drivers operating locomotives and trains on the railway system in the Community
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6 Introduction
The objective of Translate4Rail is to achieve robust solutions for effective communication between train
drivers and traffic controllers speaking different languages to be operative on a European scale assuring
conformity to currently established safety levels.
The language barrier represents a key obstacle to interoperability in international train operations. The
ambition of the sector to implement modal shift towards rail necessitates specific action to be taken - one
of them being the removal of language barriers in international train operation. Current legislation
stipulates that B1 skilled language train drivers be used in international rail traffic which makes it reliant on
a very scarce and expensive resource. Overcoming the above-mentioned barrier will result in efficiency
increases in the use of infrastructure capacity and staff resources, and subsequently increasing reliability
and sustainability.
Two pilots were performed In Translate4Rail. These Pilots enabled the project to evaluate the performance
of proposed solutions in operational situations. The proof of concept ensured that the suggested solution
is effective and useable, and more importantly that it conforms to currently established safety levels.
The experiences gained through the pilots and their preparation are shared in this deliverable along with
recommendations for uptake at European level.

GA881779
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7 Pilot preparation
In Translate4Rail several action plans were put in place before each pilot test to make sure to assure proper
coordination and success of the tests. In this chapter the actions that were done before each pilot are
explained in detail.
Due to the sanitary crisis, during March, April and May 2021 (and because of the measures taken by each
company and the importance of the health of the group) there was no possibility for the Translate4Rail
team to perform field tests.
The Translate4Rail team planned a mitigation measure and performed several pre-field tests and technical
tests remotely to prepare the team for the test in a real environment when the sanitary situation would
allow field testing.

7.1 Technical tests
Prior to the first Pilot, technical tests including the connection of the tablet to the signaller console and to
the mobile GSM-R were done. Additionally, the ability to send end-to-end messages (along with testing of
sound quality) were started on 30.03.2021 three months before the field tests. The same tests were
repeated a week before the first Pilot on 25.06.2021 when the mobile GSM-R device were sent to the Pilot
location to make sure that the connection between two units was possible. The test was done between
Lokomotion and RFI.

Figure 1 - The first technical test was done between RFI with their tablet connected to the Tr console situated in
Roma Tuscolana and ÖBB TS with the fix GSM-R unit in St. Pölten.

GA881779
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Low sound level issues were identified during the technical tests, so several technical solutions were
investigated to solve the problem. A technical investigation was organised by Frequentis, the provider of
the signaller console of RFI. Possible solutions for aligning the audio level between two pieces of equipment
were identified, including improving the audio output level directly on the terminal from a sound card, the
use of an older version of the software providing higher level of voice in default mode and the use of an
audio amplifier were discussed. These solutions were tested in Roma Tousculana, and the use of an audio
amplifier was chosen as the solution.

7.2 Pre-field tests
Three scenarios were defined by the PMs and three pre-field tests were planned between IMs and RUs.
•
•
•

Normal situation: Shunting.
Degraded situation: Line and Station: Signal at danger.
Emergency situation: Presence of a person non-authorised on the Railway line.

In this phase, the field tests were simulated. The tests were performed between one IM and one RU while
their tablets were connected to the signaller console and the mobile GSM-R. The pre-defined scenarios
were tested during the session. The testers and other members of the Translate4Rail team were connected
online and were able to observe the tests.
At the beginning of each test, the technical connection was checked by the PMs performing the test. During
the tests, performance of the application was observed and PDM recognition and translation was evaluated
by PMs.
After each test, bugs and defects were identified during the session and were reported to the tool
developer for enhancement and resolution.

GA881779
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Figure 2 - The pre-field tests were simulating the tests in the real situation.

7.3 Test content preparation
The PMs defined the content of the tests beforehand, based on the methodology defined in Deliverable
2.1. They defined the subject of the tests, required PDMs and timing needed for each scenario.
The content was verified and finalised by two involved PMs, Traffic Controllers and drivers.

7.4 Organisation between IMs and RUs
After defining the content and required time for performing the test, exact time and locations for
performing each test scenario were defined. A document was prepared by IMs and RUs mentioning all the
above-mentioned information and was validated by two companies.

GA881779
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8 Pilots
Translate4Rail followed a road map to achieve the recommendations for going beyond TRL 5 after the
finishing of the project.
After the development of the prototype, testing it in the laboratory phase and training the involved train
drivers, traffic controllers and users, the team went to the field to test the prototype functionalities and
technical aspects in a real operational situation.
In the first pilot, the performance of the tool was evaluated using pre-defined scenarios complimented by
interviews with users on the likelihood of user adoption.

ilot tes ng road map

Figure 3 - T4R Pilot testing road map

In the second pilot, the team had two main objectives. The first was to test the autonomy of the tool, so
that train drivers and traffic controllers can establish effective communication in a situation as close as
possible to the real operational environment. The second was to check the ergonomic aspects of the tool
and its appropriate position in the cabin. Three different positions including right, front and left were tested
in the driver’s cabin, with two different methods of selecting PDMs: Voice recognition and manual search.

The aim of this particular test was to shorten the time of communication finding the most
appropriate position to operate the tool.

GA881779
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8.1 Pilot 1
8.1.1 Background and methodology
The first Pilot was organised over the course of two days in the Villach-Tarviso-Pontebba stretch.
The tests were done in both “Running” and “Standstill” modes.
The PMs defined the content to be tested, the required PDMs and the condition of each test. Traffic
conditions and involved staff were adapted to the specific safety requirements of the involved IMs and RUs.
The objective of the first pilot was to test the basic functionalities in an operational environment, including
connectivity, correct transmission of messages, basic performance of the tool and recognition/selection of
messages by the language tool. An overview of the two-day test, including involved RUs and IMs, stretch
where the tests took place, combination of the languages and traffic condition is shown In Table 1.
There was also a specific focus on user adoption aspects. Drivers and traffic controllers involved in the tests
were interviewed regarding the tool, specifically for user adoption and tablet usage.

Table 1: Testing background
Test

Participants

Test – Day 1
30th June

DBC – LOKOMOTION
– RFI

Tarvisio – Pontebba

RCA – RFI

Arnoldstein

RCA – ÖBB INFRA

Arnoldstein

DBC – LOKOMOTION
– ÖBB INFRA

Arnoldstein – Villach

Test – Day 2
1st July

GA881779

Stretch

Language
combination
Driver: DE
Traffic Controller:
IT
Driver: DE
Traffic Controller:
IT
Driver: IT
Traffic Controller:
DE
Driver: IT
Traffic Controller:
DE

How
Running

Traffic
condition
Maintenance
window – no
other traffic
Normal traffic

Standstill
Normal traffic
Standstill
Normal traffic
Running
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Day 1: Tarvisio Boscoverde – Pontebba (IT)
Test duration:

9:00 – 12:30

Pontebba

Tarvisio Boscoverde

Figure 4 - Test day 1 in Tarvisio - Pontebba

Equipment and involved staff
Table 2: RFI – IM / Traffic Controller
Item

Location

Persons accompanying the
Traffic Controller

Tarvisio Boscoverde

•
•

1 Traffic Controller
2 assistants

Pontebba,

•

1 Traffic Controller / 1 assistant

Roma

•

RFI PM/ 1 assistant

Tarvisio Boscoverde

•
•

signaller console Dicora (Frequentis)
GSM-R mobile phone

Pontebba

•
•

signaller console Dicora (Frequentis)
GSM-R mobile phone

Tarvisio Boscoverde

•

T4R tablet (Samsung Galaxy S5e, Android)

Pontebba

•

T4R tablet (Samsung Galaxy S5e, Lineage)

Tarvisio – Pontebba

•

No other traffic

Type of GSM-R equipment
used

Type of Tablet used

Traffic

GA881779
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Table 3: DB Cargo Italy; Lokomotion – RUs / Train driver
Item
Persons on board

Status
Running mode

Used locomotive

Running mode

•

Siemens
Figure 5)

Type of GSM-R equipment used

Running mode

•

Type of Tablet used

Running mode

•

Portable
cab-radio
with
external antenna (ÖBB TS,
Figure 6)
T4R tablet (Samsung Galaxy
S5e, Lineage, Figure 7)

•
•

Equiement and involved staff
1 train driver (billingual B1 level)
1 supervisor (assistant; DBC
PM)
770

(Lokomotion,

Figure 5 - Locomotive used for the tests.

GA881779
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Figure 6 - Mobile GSM-R device that was used for the tests.

Testing context
Defined scenarios between Traffic Controller and train driver:
o
o
o
o
o

Departure from Tarvisio Boscoverde with the stop signal;
Passing automatic block stop signal;
Slowdown due to the persons near the track;
Failure of the connection to the trackside SCMT installation at the Tarvisio Boscoverde
entry signal;
Hot box detection.

Figure 7 - T4R tablet with the launched T4R application

GA881779
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Day 2: Tarvisio Boscoverde – Arnoldstein (IT – AT)
Test duration:

8:30 – 12:30

Arnoldstein

Communication

Tarvisio Boscoverde

Figure 8 - Pilot 1 - Day 2 schema

Equipment and involved staff
Table 4: RFI/ ÖBB– IM / Traffic Controller
Item

Location

Persons accompanying the Traffic
Controller

Tarvisio Boscoverde

•

1 Traffic Controller / 2
assistants

Arnoldstein

•

1 Traffic Controller / 1 assistant
(ÖBB PM)

Roma

•

RFI PM/ 1 assistant

Tarvisio Boscoverde

•

signaller console Dicora
(Frequentis)

Arnoldstein

•

signaller console ÖBB Infra,
GSM-R

Tarvisio Boscoverde

•

mobile phone and active
loudspeaker
T4R tablet (Samsung Galaxy
S5e,Android)

Type of GSM-R equipment used

Type of Tablet used

Staff and equippement

•

Arnoldstein

GA881779

•

T4R tablet (Samsung Galaxy
S5e, Android)
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Table 5: RCA – RUs / Train driver
Item

Status

Staff and Equippement

Persons on board

Standstill

•
•

1 train driver (bilingual B1 level)
1supervisor (assistant; RCA PM)

Used locomotive

Standstill

•

Siemens 770 (Lokomotion)

Type of GSM-R
equipment used

Standstill

•

Portable cab-radio with external antenna(ÖBB TS)

Type of Tablet used

Standstill

•
•

T4R tablet (Samsung Galaxy S5e, Android)

Figure 9 - T4R LT app testing

Testing context
▪

Defined scenarios between traffic controller and train driver:
o Driver illness (health indisposition);
o Leakage of dangerous cargo;
o Reporting person near the track.

GA881779
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Day 2: Arnoldstein – Villach (AT)
Test duration:

13:30 – 16:45

Villach

Arnoldstein

Figure 10 - Pilot 1 - Day 2 - Schema

Equipment and involved staff
Table 6: ÖBB – IM / Traffic Controller
Item
Persons accompanying the Traffic
Controller

Location
Arnoldstein

Staff and equippement
• 1 Traffic Controller / 1 assistant
(ÖBB PM). (The train run
managed from Arnoldstein)

Type of GSM-R equipment used

Arnoldstein

•
•

Type of Tablet used

GA881779

Arnoldstein

•

signaller console ÖBB Infra,
GSM-R
mobile phone and active
loudspeaker
T4R tablet (Samsung Galaxy
S5e,
▪ Android)
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Table 7 : DBC, Lokomotion – RUs / Train driver
Item
Persons on board

Status
Standstill/Running

Staff and Equippement
• 1 train driver (bilingual;
operating LT)
• 1 train driver (operating train)
• 1 supervisor (assistant; DBC
PM)

Used locomotive

Standstill/Running

•

Siemens 770 (Lokomotion)

Type of GSM-R equipment used

Standstill/Running

•

Portable
cab-radio
with
external antenna (ÖBB TS)

Type of Tablet used

Standstill/Running

•

T4R tablet (Samsung Galaxy
S5e, Android)

Figure 11 -“Written Orders” as the part of the list of DMs

Testing context
▪

Defined scenarios between Traffic Controller and train driver
o Broken rail

GA881779
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8.1.2 Results
Two types of feedback were reported from the Pilot 1. First, the results about the functioning of the tool
and PDM recognition modules and second the impression of users regarding ergonomic and safety aspects.
The pilot managers interviewed the involved train drivers and Traffic Controllers after each test, based on
the designed surveys.

Result in connection tests and technical aspects
In this section, results from the technical tests including GSM-R connection, signaller console connection
and sound quality is discussed.
The result from Pilot 1 shows that transmission of messages from the driver cabin can be done either by
cable connection or via loudspeaker output close to a microphone. In both conditions, the received
message by the Traffic Controllers was clearly understandable. Although both systems were working
correctly, the procedure in the case of the cable connection deviates from the current operational situation
because it doesn’t allow them to speak and hear at the same time, when the handset of the signaller
console is not picked-up by the Traffic Controller and the receiver on the train driver side should be
switched between input/output.

In case of using a tablet, having users talk one after one another other would be a rule to be considered as
a matter of safety, thus avoiding a mixture of two sounds and creating confusion. The PDM "Over", in the
language of the user, is therefore added at the end of each communication by the tool automatically.
The level of the sound in transmission of the message from Traffic Controller by cable connection to the
signal console could be different based on the situation in each station. As experienced in the first pilot, the
quality of the sound from the Pontebba station was different from Tarvisio station. Because of the
mentioned situation during the pilot and also a technical issue with the connection of the tool version at
the signaller console, an alternative solution using the GSM-R smartphone was employed. The level of the
sound was estimated as being very good by the participants.
The level of sound has been studied further in the second pilot. Results of tests after Pilot 1 shows that
using amplifiers will help to assure a good sound level from Traffic Controllers to drivers.
Table8 shows an overview regarding the technical aspects of the tests.
Table 8 - Overview of the testing
Translate4Rail
Field test 1
Adoption level by
operational staff
How PDMs cover
the
operational
situations?

GA881779

Day 1
Pontebba

Day 1
Tarvisio
Boscoverde

Day 2
Tarvisio
Boscoverde

Day 2
Arnoldstein

Day 2
Villach

High

High

High

High

High

PDMs selection: Manual
• Tested scenario defined
only by PDMs

PDMs selection: Speech-to-text; standstill
• Tested scenarios defined only by the PDMs
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Sound quality
(IMs side)

Technical
background6:
T4R LT + GSM-R
smartphone→
Very good quality
of the sound level

Sound quality9
(RUs side)

Technical background:
• T4R LT + GSM-R portable cab-radio´s handset à Very good quality of the sound
level
Technical background:
• T4R LT + loudspeaker of the locomotive cabin à Good quality of the sound
• Operational staff involved in the testing welcomed the features that the tool is
offering.
• The current functionality is quite easy to be learnt, for further enhancement,
recommendations regarding the tool (e.g., PDMs selection) as well as to the list of
PDMs update (e.g. clustering of the PDMs separately for Traffic Controllers/traffic
controllers and train drivers) were suggested by the users.
• Training of the users is essential for having the best performance out of the tool.
Training both for the tool usage, as well as for the PDMs knowledge (at least, which
operational situations can be covered by PDMs).

Tablet and LT
application
functionality and
reactivity

Technical
background7:
T4R LT + GSM-R
smartphone →
Very
good
quality of the
sound level

PDMs selection Speech-to-text; standstill / running;
improvised
• Combination of PDMs and free speech
Technical
Technical background8:
Background: T4R T4R LT + signaller console
LT + GSM-R T4R LT + active loudspeaker –
smartphone→
Bluetooth connection →
Very
good Very good quality of the sound
quality of the level
sound level

The PMs recommended the following actions for enhancement of the tool after the first pilot (see Table9).
The actions corresponding to the feedback were adopted for the second pilot and also recommendations
defined for long term.
Table 9 - Recommendation -Action table
Recommendation from the first pilot
Enhancement of the physical connection
(cables) between tablet and mobile
gsmGSM-R-r radio and between mobile
gsm-rGSM-R radio (unit) and external
antenna.
When receiving a written order (like
Sammelbefehl on ÖBB or M40 Telec on

Action for the second pilot
Before performing the second
pilot, the investigations were
made between the developer and
signaller console provider to
solve the connection issue raised
in the first pilot.
For the second pilot, the written
orders were translated in the

Action – long term
Recommendation on technical
aspects. Chapter 10.2.1

Recommendation in operational
aspects. Chapter 10.2.2

6

Note: cable solution – tablet connected directly to the signaller console was tested, an increase of the sound level
was required (headphone amplifiers were subsequently tested).
7
Note: cable solution available only for the signaller´s console in Pontebba
8
Note: cable solution for different type of the signaller console at ÖBB side should be investigated in the future.
9
Note: cable solution – tablet connected directly to the portable cab-radio transmitted the selected PDMs to the
signaller was tested with the sufficient quality of the sound level (tool functionality will be further improved the way
to hear the full communication, without switching of input/output; receiver to be checked)

GA881779
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RFI) the form should be translated. It is
hardly impossible to fill out e.g., a
German form when receivig the written
order in Italian.

other language.

The PDMs regarding the Sammelbefehl
require imporvement in order to adapt to
the ÖBB rule.

The new PDMs required for
written orders of ÖBB were
identified by T4R team and was
checked by the bilingual and
operational experts in several
glossary workshops before the
second pilot.
For the second pilot, written
orders were clustered in three
groups. Written orders applicable
in Italy, in Austria (as specific WOs
for the relevant railway section of
the Pilot). The third group are
(general) written orders provided
in the list of PDMs as an input to
the T4R project.

N.A

Before the second Pilot, a training
programme provided by UIC and
RNE to the team including videos
and self-training exercises to
learn what type of situations are
covered by PDMs and how they
can search for finding the
corresponding PDMs to their
need.

Recommendation in operational
aspects. Chapter 10.2.2

The PDMs should be clustered in order to
simplify the search for the correct PDM,
like e.g.: define the set(s) of PDMs
required on a specific route and filter out
those not required there
, separate the set(s) of PDMs used by
Traffic Controller from those used by
driver
, define the situation(s) for which the
PDM is used (and add possibility to search
the situation)
Investment in training of people involved
in the test (e.g., regularly use the T4R app
for standalone or remote room tests,
cover all situations foreseen by PDMs,
etc.)

The recommendation reflected to
the developer and is possible to
be added in the operational
version.

8.2 Pilot II
8.2.1 Background and methodology
The second Pilot was conducted over the course of three days in the Villach-Tarviso-Pontebba stretch.
The tests were done in both “Running” and “Standstill” modes.
The second pilot addressed the following two objectives:
1. Testing the autonomy of the language tool. The use of functionalities to establish effective
communication between train driver and Traffic Controller, considering interactions and
ergonomic aspects in a situation as close as possible to real operational situations were tested. The
tests were performed in an improvised way, meaning that the description of the situation with
complementary information was given to the driver and Traffic Controller. They established
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effective communication by choosing and selecting related PDMs without any preparation
beforehand.
2. Testing the ergonomic aspects of the tool in the driver’s cabin. For this test, a pre-defined scenario
was prepared and tested in three different positions in the cabin (in right hand side, in front of the
driver and in the left-hand side). Two methods for searching PDMs were tested in all three
positions. The time of communication was measured by the experts for each communication.
The open point regarding sound quality was addressed by using audio amplifiers to aligns the audio
level of the translation tool and GSM-R system. Several tests were performed during the pilots to
evaluate the quality of the sound with the amplifiers.
Table 10 - overview of three days of tests in Pilot 2
Test

Participants

Stretch

Test – Day 1
20th October

RCA – RFI

Villach

Test – Day 2
9th November

DBC/LOKOMOTION
– RFI

Tarvisio – Pontebba

Test – Day 3
24th November

ÖBB Infra – RFI

Arnoldstein

Language
combination
Driver: DE
Traffic Controller:
IT
Driver: DE
Traffic Controller:
IT
Driver: IT
Traffic Controller:
DE

Traffic
condition

How
Standstill

Normal

Running

Maintenance
window

Standstill

Normal

Day 1 – Villach

Villach

Figure 12 - Pilot 2 - Day 1 - Schema
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Equipment and involved staff
Table 11: RFI – IM / Traffic Controller
Item

Location

Staff and equippement

Persons accompanying the Traffic
Controller

Tarvisio

▪ 1 Traffic Controller
▪ 1 assistant

Type of GSM-R equipment used

Roma
Tarvisio Boscoverde

Type of Tablet used

Tarvisio Boscoverde

RFI PM/ 1 assistant
Signaller
console
Dicora
(Frequentis)
T4R tablet (Samsung Galaxy S5e,
Android)

Table 12: RCA – RUs / Train driver
Item

Status

Staff and equippement

Persons on board
Used locomotive

Standstill
Standstill

equipment used
Type of Tablet used

Standstill
Standstill

1 train driver
Vectron ÖBB Class 1293Type of
GSM-R
Cab-radio GSM-R
T4R tablet (Samsung Galaxy S5e,
Android)

Testing context
•
•
•
•

Search for the train by the train driver in the locomotive.
No complete information on an approaching train at a border station, Traffic Controller leaves the
signal red.
Emergency stop.
Accident at a level crossing.
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Day 2 – Tarvisio – Pontebba

Pontebba

Tarvisio Boscoverde

Figure 13 - Pilot 2 - Day 2 - Schema

Equipment and involved staff
Table 13: RFI – IM / Traffic Controller
Item
Persons accompanying the Traffic
Controller
Type of GSM-R equipment used
Type of Tablet used

Location
Tarvisio Boscoverde
Pontebba
Tarvisio Boscoverde
Pontebba
Tarvisio Boscoverde
Pontebba

Traffic

Tarvisio – Pontebba

Staff and equippement
1 Traffic Controller / 1 assistant
1 Traffic Controller / 1 assistant
signaller console Dicora (Frequentis)
signaller console Dicora (Frequentis)
T4R tablet (Samsung Galaxy S5e,
Android)
T4R tablet (Samsung Galaxy
S5e,Lineage)
No other traffic

Table 14: DB Cargo Italy; Lokomotion – RUs / Train driver
Item

Status

Staff and equippement

Persons on board

Running mode

Used locomotive
Type of GSM-R equipment used

Running mode
Running mode

Type of Tablet used

Running mode

1 train driver (billingual)
1 supervisor (assistant; DBC PM)
Siemens 770 (Lokomotion)
Portable cab-radio with external
antenna (ÖBB TS, Figure 6)
T4R tablet (Samsung Galaxy S5e,
Lineage, Figure 7)
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Testing context
•
•
•
•
•

On-line PBA (automatic block section signal) signal event - misalignment between signal indication
and Traffic Controller code indication.
Protection system excluded.
Train in station with oversized wagon.
Extraordinary stop request due to driver illness.
Request to perform maneuver in the station.

Day 3 – Arnoldstein

Arnoldstein

Figure 14 - Pilot 2 - Day 3 - Schema

Equipment and involved staff
Table 15: RFI – IM / Traffic Controller
Item
Persons accompanying the Traffic
Controller
Type of GSM-R equipment used

Location
Arnoldstein

Staff and equippement
▪ 1 Traffic Controller / 1 assistant

Arnoldstein

Mobile GSM-R

Type of Tablet used

Arnoldstein

Traffic

Arnoldstein

GA881779

▪ T4R tablet (Samsung Galaxy S5e,
Android)
▪ T4R tablet (Samsung Galaxy
S5e,Lineage)
No other traffic
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Table 16: Lokomotion – RUs / Train driver
Item
Persons on board

Status
Standstill mode

Staff and equippement
▪ 1 train driver (bilingual
1 supervisor (assistant;
LOKOMOTION PM)

Used locomotive
Type of GSM-R equipment used

Standstill mode
Standstill mode

Type of Tablet used

Standstill mode

185 661 (Lokomotion)
Cab-radio with external antenna
(ÖBB TS, Figure 6)
T4R tablet (Samsung Galaxy S5e,
Lineage, Figure 7)

Testing context
•
•
•

Transmission of written orders from ÖBB Infra via GSM-R.
Shunting activities in the simulated train station Arnoldstein.
Report from the train driver via GSM-R about the people near the track between stations Fürnitz
and Villach West.

8.2.2 Results
Results of ergonomic tests
The answers from two drivers testing the ergonomic aspects is detailed in this sub chapter.
➢ The results show that due to different layout of cabins, the good positioning of the tablet should
be evaluated before operational usage.
• In Translate4rail for Locomotive Vectron ÖBB Class 1293, driver was more comfortable and less
stressed while having the tablet in front of him.
• In Translate4Rail for Locomotive 185 661, the driver was more comfortable and less stressed
when the tablet was situated in left and when he used manual selection method.
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Test - Pilot 2 – Day 1
The type of locomotive used for the test was Locomotive: Vectron ÖBB Class 1293.10
The driver was asked to rate their comfort, confidence level concentration and stress level with the tablet
in different positions. Table 17 shows the evaluations of the driver.

Figure 15 - Pilot 2 - Human factor test - different positioning of the tablet in the train driver cabin

The results show that the time of communication through two different methods (voice recognition and
manual search) are approximately the same and there is no significant difference between two methods.
Table 17 - Day 1 – Train driver answers to human factor aspects.
Content: a pre-defined scenarios
Method

Positioning

Method:
Voice
recognition

Tablet
positioning:
Right*

Method:
Manual
search

Tablet
positioning:
Left
Tablet
positioning:
Front
Tablet
positioning:
Right*

Communication
time measured
(minutes)
5:34

Concentration
(0-10)

Stress
level (0-10)

Note,
recommendation

3

Confidence
level ( 0 10)
3

3

8

Driver's
brake
valve lever blocks
access to tablet
(see photo)

3:05

5

5

5

5

3:57

9

7

7

3

-

Comfort
(0-10)

-

-

-

-

-

10

in real operation, the screen of the TDD (technical and diagnostic display) in the cabin used by the train driver would
be blocked.
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Tablet
positioning:
Left
Tablet
positioning:
Front

4:15

3

5

5

5

4:53

8

7

8

3

Test – Pilot 2 – Day 3
The locomotive used for the test was 185 661.
The details of train driver’s answers to the questions are shown in Table 18.
When the tablet is located in a position with some difficulty for access (behind a hand brake valve, or far to
reach) it causes discomfort, distraction and stress to the driver.

Figure 16 - Pilot 2 - Day 2 - human factor test - different positioning of the tablet on the drivers'desk
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Table 18 - Day 2 – Train driver answers to human factor aspects
Content: a pre-defined scenarios
Method

Positioning

Communication
time measured
(minutes)
2:30

Comfort
(0-10)

Concentration
(0-10)

Stress
level (0-10)

Note,
recommendation

4

Confidence
level ( 0 10)
6

5

8

driver´s
brake
valve lever blocks
access to tablet

availability
microphone
limited

Method:
Voice
recognition

Tablet
positioning:
Right

3:01

5

6

5

8

2:48

8

8

5

6

Method:
Manual
search

Tablet
positioning:
Right Top11
Tablet
positioning:
Left
Tablet
positioning:
Front12
Tablet
positioning:
Right

2:47

5

7

5

6

Tablet
positioning:
Right Top

2:57

6

7

5

7

Tablet
positioning:
Left
Tablet
positioning:
Front

2:38

9

9

5

4

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

of
is

-

holding up the
arm permanently
is exhausting

-

Results of improvised tests
Improvised tests were evaluated by train drivers and traffic controllers who were involved in the tests and
PMs who observed the tests.
Train drivers and traffic controllers were asked about the preparation before the test, test configuration,
tool evaluation and tool ergonomy. The PMs were asked about the general test configuration and tool
results for each improvised test.
In Annex I, the structure of the survey questions and answers are shown along with the analysis of the
11

The position of the tablet right top at the desk in the locomotive cabin may limit the microphone´s availability. This
can be eliminated by using a holder in the future.
12
Due to the rules, the tablet cannot be in front of the driver in this type of locomotive.
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results as discussed in detail in Chapter 9. The general result from the improvised test are as follows:
➢ The tests experienced very strong support and willingness to test by train drivers and Traffic
Controllers. Drivers and Traffic Controllers involved in the pilot were able to communicate by
the tool and the translation is understandable.
➢ PDMs facilitated communications between drivers and the Traffic Controllers as they cover
most ordinary operational situations.
➢ The users felt more confident while using the tool for communication. They believe that it will
benefit drivers with B1 language level as well as drivers with knowledge below B1 skill.
➢ They were able to find the PDMs corresponding to their needs, and they could establish
effective communication.
➢ All involved users stressed the importance of preparation for working with the PDMs and tools.
Drivers reflected more need for training than traffic controllers.
➢ The result showed that drivers and Traffic Controllers could communicate effectively if they
have been trained sufficiently.
➢ The performance of the tool was not affected by noise in the driver cabin and the scenarios
covered normal, degraded and emergency situation.

9 Analysis and lessons learned
In this section, an analysis was made on the results of two pilots regarding tool performance, Ergonomic
and user adoption aspects and lessons learned from pilots.
The Translate4Rail tool achieved Technology Readiness Level (TRL) five. In the next sub chapters the
requirements for going toward TRL 9 is identified and described.

Table 19 - TRL levels
TRL

Description13

TRL 1- Basic Principles observed

13 Defense Acquisition Guidebook (DAG)

GA881779

•

Lowest level of technology
readiness.
Scientific
research begins to be
translated into applied
research and development.
Examples might include
paper
studies
of
a

Reference section /
deliverable/ Project task
D1.1: Benchmark

Project

– Chapter 10
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technology’s
properties.
TRL 2 formulated

Technology

concept

•

basic

Invention begins. Once
basic
principles
are
observed,
practical
applications
can
be
invented. Applications are
speculative and there may
be no proof or detailed
analysis to support the
assumptions. Examples are
limited to analytic studies.

•
•

D1.2: Enhanced list of predefined messages
D1.3: Tool Requirements

TRL 3 – Experimental proof of
concept

•

Active
research
and
development are initiated.
This includes analytical
studies and laboratory
studies
to
physically
validate
analytical
predictions of separate
elements
of
the
technology.
Examples
include components that
are not yet integrated or
representative.

D1.3: Tool Requirements
And Task 1.4: Development of the
solution and possible enhancement.

TRL 4 – Technology validated in lab

•

Basic
technological
components are integrated
to establish that they will
work together. This is
relatively “low fidelity”
compared to the eventual
system. Examples include
the integration of “ad hoc”
hardware in the laboratory.

D2.1 Guidelines for implementation
and description of the pilots – Part 2
– Chapter 9 - Testing the Language
Tool

TRL 5 – technology validated in
relevant environment (industrially
relevant environment in the case of
key enabling technologies)

•

Reliability of breadboard
technology
increases
significantly. The basic
technological components
are
integrated
with
reasonably
realistic
supporting elements so it

D2.2 - Recommendation guideline
for implementation and analysis of
uptake perspectives at European
level – Chapter 8 Pilots, Chapter 9
Analysis and lesson learned, Chapter
10
Recommendation
for
implementation and analysis of
uptake perspectives at European
level.
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can be tested in a
simulated environment.

9.1 Performance of the tool in PDM selection, recognition, and
transmission
In this section, functionalities of the tool including accuracy of recognition, pairing and transmission are
described based on the performance of the tool in the field tests. Final testing of the whole database of
PDMs and constants, commonly for Italian and Austrian-German languages was performed.
The main feature of the tool is its ability to match or find the correct pre-defined message, either through
voice recognition or a manual search. According to this feature, the definition of the reached status for
“Speech recognition” and “Full performance” was set-up. The principles of the assessment are therefore
stated on the following rules, based on this specific order:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

The tool recognises PDM in full;
The tool recognises PDM with constant(s), variable(s) 14edited manually;
The tool recognises PDM with variable(s), constant(s) selected from the list;
The tool recognises PDM, constant(s) and variable(s) selected from the list and/or edited manually;
The tool recognises similar PDM, the exact PDM is then selected via “keyword” function;
The tool recognises the spoken sentence as Free speech, the exact PDM is then selected via
“keyword” function;
The tool does not recognise the message, nor the message can be selected via “keyword” function.

There are several categories of PDMs that were tested and clustered in Table 20.
The results show that the manual search worked very well, and the correct message was offered by the
tool.
While voice recognition for matching the PDMs was working very well throughout the first field tests,
enhancements were identified for PDMs with several variables. The variables that were not recognised in
the first try by voice recognition were entered manually by the user. After the final tests of all PDMs in the
database (994 in total for both languages), the overall performance of the T4R LT app is at the level of 84%
for speech recognition and 90% for full performance.

14

Variable: number(s), and/or a combination of number(s) and letter(s), which are not directly in the T4R database
inside the tool (e.g. train number, switch number, track number, number, etc.)
Constant: the type of the variable that is directly defined in the T4R database inside the tool (e.g. station name, signal
function, call help, issue report, etc.)
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Table 20- overview on tool performance

Shif2Rail Translate4Rail project subject

Tested subject
PDM selected manually from the
list

PDMs / jargon / variables / constants
(added, selected, edited manually)

Status - manual PDM
selection

Status - Speech recognition
(0 - 100%)

Status - Full performance
(0 - 100%)

100

100

Railway jargon

90

80

Simple PDMs
(without variables and constants)

98

99

PDMs with 1-2 variables

82

91

PDMs with 1-2 constants

65

76

PDMs with more than 2 variables

89

94

PDMs with more than 2 constants

50

58

PDMs with 1 variable and 1 constant

75

86

All others PDMs*

84

91

Written Orders

83

89

84

90

80

55

PDM
Spoken PDM recognition

Overall T4R LT performance for
spoken PDMs
Add-ons

Group

Free speech**

All PDMs in the list
Sentences outside of PDMs set

100

* PDMs with 1 variable and more than 1 constant; PDMs with more than 1 variable and more than 1 constant; PDMs with 1 constant
and more than 1 variable; PDMs with more than 1 constant and more than 1 variable
** not the subject of the T4R project

One of the testing results was the indication of a lower level of speech recognition, especially in the
following cases:
▪ for some types of constants, when e.g., two constants have the same source in the database (e.g.
<station_name> and <traffic_control_centre_name> have the same source);
▪ for some types of numeric variables (e.g., <number> or <speed>), where the configuration should
be fine-tuned.
In the table, the PDMs are clustered into groups to better present the result of the PDMs testing. In total,
24 groups of PDMs were defined with varying numbers of PDMs in each (Figure 17). A separate group for
Written Orders, that are included in one of these 24 groups, was based on WO structure.
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PDM Type

Number of PDMs

PDM without variables and constants (less than 5 words)
PDM without variables and constants (more than 5 words)
PDM with one variable
PDM with two variables
PDM with three variables
PDM with four variables
PDM with one constant
PDM with two constants
PDM with three constants
PDM with four constants
PDM with one constant and one variable
PDM with one constant and two variables
PDM with one constant and three variables
PDM with one constant and four variables
PDM with two constants and one variable
PDM with two constants and two variables
PDM with two constants and three variables
PDM with two constants and four variables
PDM with three constants and one variable
PDM with three constants and two variables
PDM with three constants and three variables
PDM with four constants and one variable
PDM with five constants and one variable
PDM with five constants and two variables
Written orders

93
52
109
46
12
6
42
17
2
1
51
20
2
1
20
8
2
1
1
1
2
4
2
2
172

TOTAL (for one language)

497

Figure 17 - Overview of PDMs with different number of variables and constants.

Analysis of the feedback of users and PMs from pilots helped Translate4Rail team to point out positive and
strength of the concept and to identify the gaps and enhancement areas to go towards a tool in higher TRL
and being able to be used in the operational daily usage.
Good training is essential to train drivers and Traffic Controllers who will use LT.
➢ It is recommended to train users on the logic behind the LT, how to use it, basic functions, searching
methods (manual and voice recognition).
➢ It is recommended to train users to understand the structure of PDMs, the different clusters and
specific situations covered by PDMs.
For operation with drivers below the B1 language level, training is essential to ensure a safe operational
situation. This training should contain several aspects:
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➢ Training on use of the tool, different methods of finding the messages and how to work efficiently
with the device.
➢ Key knowledge of the content and clustering of the PDMs, including what situations are covered
by them is essential for best exploiting the functionality of the tool.
➢ Training to fully know the basic communications defined by TSI OPE 2019/773, especially
communication in emergency situations. Drivers should also know the emergency sentences in case
there are national rules in place (at least by 2024 when TSI OPE 2019/773 will be in force).
➢ Predefined messages should be the primary modality to communicate between Traffic Controllers
and drivers, as their translation is checked by bilingual experts who are skilled in railway operation
and terminology.
➢ The development of the tool will enable a reliable introduction of variables in the PDMs. Some of
these variables will be automatically derived in the future from the positioning and pre-defined
information given by the users at the beginning of the usage such as: Name, Train number, etc.
Conforming to the rules of TSI OPE 2019/773:
➢ It is recommended to dictate numbers digit by digit to make sure the correct understanding by the
LT.
➢ It is recommended to provide European Instructions (EI) (and Written Orders until 2024 which the
EIs will be in force) in paper form in both languages, because filling in the form in the language of
the traffic controller while the driver is receiving the information in his own language is not
practical. Although it is recommended that the driver fill in the original EI form after receiving all
the information.
It is recommended to increase pause between the single parts for long communications such as Written
Orders which contain a lot of information
While the translation of PDMs is judged suitable for operations, free speech functions need more
enhancement according to users and its usage should be reduced to minimum. The objective of the
Translate4Rail tool is to try to exclusively use the PDMs as the prefered way of communication, limiting
free speech to very particular cases. As the translation of PDMs are verified and validated by bilingual
experts who are skilled in railway jargon, the terminology used by the PDMs is the most reliable and safest
approach.
➢ The tests were evaluated as successful and close to real operations, however enhancement is
needed in some functionalities of the tool, such as sound and voice recognition.
➢ Reduction of unnecessary interaction with the tool is recommended. The development of the
tool will enable a reliable introduction of variables in the PDMs. Some of these variables will be
automatically derived from the positioning and pre-defined information given by the users at
the beginning of the usage such as: Name, Train number, etc. in the future.
➢ Investigate next generation technologies such as Heads Up Display (HUD) and augmented
reality.
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9.2 Ergonomic and user adoption aspects
The analysis of the feedback on adoption aspects from the first pilot and results of the ergonomics test of
the second pilot are detailed in this section.
➢ The interface of the LT is easy to learn and user friendly, but enhancements are needed for easily
adjusting the sound level. This will increase the ergonomy for the Traffic Controller and driver in
the usage of the tablet.
➢ The desk of the train driver has a limited space. Depending on the type of the locomotive, the
positioning which will be comfortable for drivers could be different. Integration of the tool into the
current tablet(s) being used by drivers in operation is suggested in order to consume less space in
the desk of the train driver.
➢ Wearing a mask and noise in the traffic control room affect the functionality of the voice
recognition in some cases.
➢ Drivers felt more confident and less stressed when the tablet was placed in the comfortable
situation regardless of the method of usage (voice recognition or manual input).
➢ It is recommended that Translate4Rail be installed on the same tablet that is being used by some
of the Railway Undertakings for operations to reduce the number of tablets and distractions for
drivers.
➢ It is recommended to use the same tablet for the LT, as it is based on Android, and is interoperable
with the current tablet using by some RUs in operations. Additionally, the driver desk doesn’t have
the space for a second tablet on the console.
➢ The time measured between the two methods of voice recognition and manual search is not
significantly different. However, the time for voice recognition was less than manual methods.
➢ The use of a stand (or other exisitng solutions with the same aim) to support the tablet is needed,
according to the drivers.
➢ Users feel more confident while using the tool in their communication. They also believe that it can
help the drivers with B1 language level as well.
➢ To avoid distraction, the interaction between drivers with the tool should be reduced. For
operational implementation, additional information must be inserted beforehand for instance:
name, number of trains.
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10 Recommendation for implementation and analysis of uptake
perspectives at European level
10.1 Analysis of uptake perspective at European level
In order to analyse the potential uptake and prioritisation on a European scale, it is necessary to take a
closer look at border crossings in EU and map them with language barriers. In this light, the annual data
declared by the rail freight corridors can be leveraged. The information for forty-nine borders in the rail
freight corridors is available. Using this data, forty-two borders were identified to have language
barriers.15 Concerning the degree of the language issues, three categories were defined based on expert
opinion16: (Annex II).
1. cross borders with same languages considered as no language problem (1),
2. cross borders with some similarity in the language but facing some language problems (2) and
3. cross borders with two completely different languages with complete language problem (3)

10.1.1

Analysis by Corridor in normal operation

Figure 18 - Rail Freight Corridors map

The information of RFC 7 and RFC 11 are missing in the analysis.
The list was discussed with experts of Language Programme subworking group UPDM and XBORDER 3.

15

16
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The RFCs have been analysed by weighing the categorisation with the number of trains passing through the
border crossings. The result of this analysis is appended in Annex II, showing per border crossing the
language pair it has, the type of language issue , the RFC it is located on and the number of trains using it.
In addition, the sum of the trains passing each border crossing with a language issue is calculated, and the
information for each Rail Freight Corridor is shown in Table 21.

In 201917, around 430,000 trains passed in all EU through border crossings having language problem and
facing language related inefficiencies, this is the equivalent of 6250 daysof operational standstill18. This
shows significant losses generated by a having language barrier. Figure 19 below shows an overview of the
language problem in each corridor.

Figure 19 - RFCs situation regarding language issue per year

RFC1 and RFC 8 have the greatest number trains passing cross-borders with language issues, with RFC1
17

The information of cross borders located in RFC 8 and RFC 10 are from 2017.
It is calculated with the following hypothesis: the majority (95%) of trains are mildly affected (10 minutes) and some
trains (5%) very severy affected (4 hours). For 430,000 trains it means 408.500 trains are mildly affected equals to
68000 hours of standstill and for 21500 of trains are severly impacted equals to 86000 hours of standstill. Dividing the
summation of the standstill hours by 24 gives 6250 days of standstill. Assuming an average of approx. 20 minutes of
additional border dwelling time affecting passing trains.
18
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having 3 borders and RFC8 having 10.
Figure 19 shows that all rail freight corridors face varying degrees of language related inefficiencies. There
are some RFCs with a lower number of border crossings with less traffic facing a language issue (RFC 9, RFC
2 and RFC 4).
RFC 3, RFC 10, RFC 6 and RFC 5 are in the middle of the pack, with 40 to 80 thousand trains passing through
the borders with language inefficiencies. These RFCs are in the third degree, and have 4 to 6 border
crossings with language issues.
In conclusion, RFC1 offers the best opportunity for future implementation, given the number of border
crossing and complexity of language issues.
In Table 21 the information of each RFC is aggregated. The alternative corridors used in case of Temporary
Capacity Restrictions (TCR) and for International Contingency Management (ICM) show the importance of
a European approach to overcome the language barrier, and potential advantages of using Language tool
during TCRs or for ICM.

Table 21 - Order of RFCs and importance of language issue in normal operation.
RFC

Alternatives in case of maintenance
/ accident19

Number
of
cross borders
with language
issue
(excluding
alternative
routes)

Issue level 20

Total number
of
trains
passing borders
dealing
with
language
problem

RFC 1

RFC 2 + RFC 6 + RFC 9 + RFC 3

3

2

115817

RFC 2

RFC 1 + RFC 4/RFC 6

2

2411

RFC 3

RFC 7 + RFC 5/RFC 9/RFC 10

4

1 border with
degree 2, 1 border
with degree 3
3

3 cross borders
with degree 3 , 1
border with 2
3

7555

40320

RFC 8 + RFC 1 + RFC 6
RFC 4

RFC 6 + RFC 1/RFC 2

4

RFC 5

RFC 8 + RFC 7/RFC 11

6

72218

19

Based on indicated rerouting lines in ICM Re-routing Options tool on RNE CIP (https://cip.rne.eu/), and completed
with expert expertise.
20
Level 2: cross borders with some language problem, Level 3: cross borders with two complete different languages.
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RFC6

RFC 4 + RFC9

6

38284

10

5 borders with
degree 3, 1 with
degree 2
3

RFC 8

RFC 1/RFC 2 + RFC 9/RFC 7/RFC
5/RFC 3

RFC9

RFC 1 + RFC 6 + RFC 10

1

3

2979

109820

RFC 1 + RFC 8 + RFC 11/RFC5

RFC 10

RFC 9 + RFC 7

6

3

39250

RFC 11

RFC 5

N.A

N.A

N.A

Total

428654

Based on the above analysis RFC 1 is one of the important corridors to start working on for overcoming
language barrier. Furthermore, with the planned works at Rastatt (Germany) on RFC 1 in 2024 and the
needed rerouting via Belgium and France, there is a potential for capitalising on the result of Translate4Rail
and reducing the costs for RUs, while facilitating IMs by using more of the available rerouting capacity.
Eventually the analysis show that a common European approach is needed to address and overcome
language barrier.

10.1.2

Driving factors for EU uptake

Several factors play an important role in uptake at the European level. Some of the factors are internal (i.e.
human resources, operational rules, etc.) and external factors (i.e. Regulatory, Network Density, etc.). Some
of the factors are addressed below:
•

Regulatory and operational rules: Language issues are correlated with the non – harmonised
operational rules. To be able to overcome language barrier and reach an uptake at European level,
harmonisation of operational rules at European level is necessary. This is the need for all Member
States and railway companies (RU and IM) to ensure effective implementation of the Railway
legislation. This includes EU Regulations 2018/762 (CSM on SMS), EU Regulation 2019/773 (TSI
OPE), EU Regulation 402/2013 (CSM on RA) and EU Regulation 1078/2012 (CSM on monitoring).
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•

•

•

•
•

This framework is needed to provide the necessary support for operational harmonisation. Planned
revision of Train Driver Directive will play an important role on uptake perspective.
Cross- border complexity and network density: Using language tool would increase the capacity
by enabling more drivers to run international trains and by reducing the inefficiencies in the cross
borders.
Resilience of rail freight: Plays an important role that could be enhanced by enabling drivers to run
international freight trains across borders easily. It shows its importance in situations that threaten
the continuity of international rail freight, namely during disruptions (International Contingency
Management [ICM]), and during Temporary Capacity Restrictions (TCR).
Appetite for change: In what level the sector including RUs and IMs is ready to accept changes. LT
will introduce a change in the way of communication between Train Drivers and Traffic Controllers.
It simplified the communication by using PDMs. It will help to reduce the cost of training of Train
Drivers and increase the job opportunities.
Employee enablement: The tool will enable to enlarge the geographical areas of work of the
drivers. This will increase their motivation and bring more flexibility and productivity to RUs.
Market growth: Using language tool would help the railway sector to become more competitive
by increasing capacity with more drivers available for running trains, increasing efficiency by
reducing the time and cost for training drivers.

10.2 Recommendation and proposed enhancements towards TRL 9
Based on feedback from Translate4Rail, eight key points including functional, useability, extension of PDMs,
GDPR and data policy, safety compliance, Legislation, Ergonomics and business model were identified for
going from TRL 5 to TRL 9.

Figure 20- Work area overview for going from TRL 5 to TRL9
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In Figure 20, an overview of the work area for going to the next TRLs is shown. Continuous enhancement
between TRL 6 to TRL 8 is needed in functionality, tool useability, PDMs and ergonomics aspects to achieve
tool maturity. GDPR and Data policy are very crucial points that should be resolved by TRL 7. Safety
compliance should continue and will be extended in all TRLs and will be resolved at TRL 9. Definition of the
Business model will be started at TRL 8, when the tool is stabilised and ready for the market uptake. In the
journey towards TRL 9 an operational deployment in a daily pilot will be envisaged in TRL 7.
The above mentioned working areas are grouped to the recommendations in three main subjectstechnical,
operational, ergonomic and user adoption. They are discussed in the following sub chapters 10.2.1, 10.2.2
and 10.2.3 The recommendations are based on the T4R outcomes and experiences and in certain area
further studies and research should be performed.

10.2.1
•

•

•

•

Technical Recommendation

Complexity of the PDMs (number of variables, constant values) should be considered in the
recognition performance. It is recommended that with particular attention given in the developing
stage that the tool can recognise all types of PDMs with different levels of complexity. The
recognition of a complex PDM can be done in various ways based on the expected tool usage and
user adoption aspects. It is recommended to have a combination of recognition methods, for
example manual search/adaptation and voice recognition. This would give the flexibility to users
to choose the most convenient way of using the tool.
Several clustering layers are recommended to help users access faster to the required information.
For example a first clustering layer could be choosing the profile as “Train Driver” or “Traffic
Controller”. This will help to focus on the related messages for the user and give a rapid access to
the messages. This can be in the setting of the tool to be used by “Train Driver” or “Traffic
Controller”, directly at the beginning when the Language Tool is launched.
Ambient cabin environment and traffic control environment needs were assessed in Translate4Rail.
Additional supplementary tools can be used based on the situational needs (i.e., noise filtering
headset for traffic controller in a noisy traffic control environment.)
o In Translate4Rail, amplifiers were used in the traffic controller side to reinforce the level of
the sound received in the driver side.
Technical robustness of the process should be checked before taking the work shift. The user
should check any available update needed for the tool related to the language database, battery
level, and basic functioning of the tool:
o As the internet connection is not covered everywhere along the rail line, the tool must not
be dependent on online connections or mobile data usage. The tool needs to be checked
before each work shift for any new update in an environment where a connection to the
internet or mobile data is available. The user needs to make sure that the language
application is up to date.
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o

•

The user should make sure that the tool has the appropriate level of battery and charger
equipment is on board.
o The user should make sure about the functioning of the tool before taking the work shift.
o In Translate4Rail, all tablets were checked before the tests. Updates were made before each
test and the team made sure the correct functionality of the tool.
The need for having robust fallback plans. The alternative means in case of problem with the tablet
should be available in the cabin. This should be seen in different levels:
o A presence of a backup tablet and connection cables in the cabin is recommended.
o It is recommended that the language application be interoperable with other smart devices
so in case of a problem with tablets the alternative supports the communication (This must
be envisaged in operational rules regarding usage of alternative technological means for
non-personal usage in case of need).
o In Translate4Rail, the language tool is based on android and compatible with any smart
device with required version the Android. In T4R alternative means for communication were
planned in the case of problem as for example, alternative means were planned for the
connection of the tablet to the GSM-R or for the connection of the table to the signaler
console.

10.2.2

Operational Recommendation

Harmonisation and clear definition of national operational rules in line with European regulations regarding
the usage of new technologies (such as tablets) needs to be considered. This would play an important role
in adaptation of such a language tool and it would be essential to reach a successful European uptake in
the future, other operational recommendations are as follow:
•

•

Education and training programme for drivers should be updated taking into account the safety
system management of RUs and IMs in this regard.
o In Translate4Rail, learning materials including videos explaining the features of the tool,
self training exercises were defined.
A team including the representatives and operational experts of RUs and IMs, as well as language
experts should check and validate the output of the LT and quality of translations. (PDMs and
Freespeech)
➢ Extension of PDMs: The list of PDMs must be checked by the team in order to make sure (at
least by 2024 when TSI OPE 2019/773 will be in force) that any adjustment needed in the PDMs
for particular national rules in the border section is considered. Then the list should be
validated by safety management system of RUs and IMs involved.
➢ PDMs cover almost all usual operational situations needed for the communication between
driver and traffic controller. Enhancement of free speech is foreseen for the rest of the
operational situations.
➢ Free speech should be simple, basic and unambiguous.
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o

•

•

In Translate4Rail, a team including safety, operational and bilingual experts from RUs and
IMs involved checked and validated the list of PDMs for pilots.
Drivers who use LTs should be able to recognise and use the emergency messages including the
communication instruction defined by TSI OPE 2019/773 "Mayday,Mayday,Mayday" and if there is
any national rules such as "emergency situation, stop all the train" in the other language.
In Translate4Rail, the driver was skilled B1 level.
It is necessary to have a limited number of
messages explaining clearly the emergency situation in LTs (derailment, fire, etc.).
o In Translate4Rail, an emergency button defined in the interface gave direct access to PDMs
related to emergency situation.

It is recommended that special attention is given to “Data policy and GDPR regulations”. If for example it is
needed to record the communication of train drivers and traffic controllers for safety reasons, among other
aspects this should be done locally in the dedicated space (in Translate4Rail case in the tablet) and defining
the maximum duration of the preservation; an exhaustive GDPR analysis must be performed to ensure all
GDPR rules are met
• Latency in communication should not hamper any communication related to emergency situation.
• Further studies need to be performed regarding integration of the language application to the
current applications being used by RUs on tablets such as Driver Assisting Systems. This would be
in line with user ergonomic aspects of such a tool as the free space of train driver desks is limited.
o The prototype that was developed in Translate4Rail is able to be integrated in Android
systems.
• In the future, the language tool can support IM-IM regional communication and RU-RU or nonoperational communication if it is needed.

10.2.3
•

•

•

•

Ergonomics and User adoption Recommendation

The user requirement should be the center and core of designing a language tool which will support
train drivers and traffic controllers in their daily communication. Further studies are recommended
to be performed regarding the specific needs of train drivers and traffic controllers. For example,
different API, separated profiles, dashboards or additional features.
The use of the LT should be backed by intuitive navigation. This means that the tool should be able
to propose information based on the needs of the train drivers or traffic controller (for example
based on the previous information, registered train number, date, etc. or by matching location
information to propose localisation information). This could be supported by machine learning
algorithms for proposing corresponding PDMs based on the communication.
The interface of the LTs must be easy to learn by train drivers and Traffic Controllers. The users
should be able to manage messages easily (for example delete all messages in one click or one by
one). Having features such as “favorite” or “for the specific location” would help users to have
a shortcut to the PDMs which are being used more frequently.
The features of the LTs should be easily configurable by users. For instance: level of the sound, light
of the tablet, etc.
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•

•
•

11

The LTs must be interoperable with existing systems in the driver cabin and traffic control room.
Further studies are recommended for integration of such a language tool in the traffic controller
dispatcher´s console and as it was mentioned above the possibility of the integration of such a
language tool in the applications being used by train drivers such as Driver Assisting Systems (DAS)
in tablet format.
The effects of environment on the utilisation of the LTs should be further studied. For example,
effects of lights during day and night, the effect of using a mask while speaking etc.
Further investigation should be done on the next generation technologies such as HUD (Head Up
Display), Augmented Reality.

Conclusion

T4R showed the possibility to overcome language issues in the short run and showed that the route into a
single European Railway Area this perspective is feasible. To reach this plan, a short term improvement for
future enhancement of the current T4R prototype should be envisaged.
Translate4Rail addressed language barriers in international freight trains. The concept was developed and
tested within two pilots. Pre-defined messages are the core and safety critical element of the concept. The
results show the language tool based on pre-defined messages can assist train drivers and traffic controllers
who don’t speak the same language. This ability opens an opportunity for being more flexible for the railway
sector in case of international freight trains. It shows its importance particularly in accidents and
unpredicted changes in the international freight operations.
Capitalising on the outcome of the Translate4Rail project, and based on identified enhancements, further
development of the prototype is recommended to achieve full operational deployment. To reach
European-wide uptake, performing operational pilots in the corridors with high priority should be
considered in the next step.
Translate4Rail addressed a real problem with an operational impact. The project team has a strong
willingness to continue the work to capitalise on the experience gained in Translate4Rail and other ongoing
initiatives, with the same objective to bring the solution to the next levels for future market uptake.
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The list of Annexes

Annex I
The structure of the questionnaire and answers of users (drivers and Traffic Controllers to
interviews)
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The answers by users for three days of the tests are shown in the table below.

Evaluation by
Driver and Traffic
Controller

Pilot 2 – Day 1
Traffic
Contro
ller

Driver

Traffic
Controller

Driver

Traffic
Controller

Driver

Preparat
ion

How
importa
nt do
you
value
the
prepara
tion for
dealing
with
PDMs?

very
import
ant

essential

very
important

preparation
very
important

very
important

very
important

N.A

Was
your
training
effectiv
e
regardi
ng the
usage
of the
tool?

yes

as PM I
was
involved
in tool
testing
through
out the
project

yes

no

yes

Yes

N.A

Was
your
training
effectiv
e
regardi
ng the
usage
of
PDMs?

yes

as PM I
was
involved
in PDMtesting
through
out the
project

yes

no

yes

Yes

N.A

How do
you rate
the
general
impress
ion
after
this
test?

Good,
there
is a
room
of
improv
ment
concer
ning
the
amplifi
er and
voice
recogni
tion

The tool
is not
suitable
for time
critical,
safety
relevant
commun
ication
between
driver
and
Traffic
Controll
er, even
when

Successful
l

test went
fairly well,
tool worked
well

improvem
ent
compared
to the
first test

Improvise
d Test 1: 8

To make sure the effective
functioning of the tool in safety
critical situation

Test
itself

GA881779

Pilot 2 – Day 2

Pilot 2 – Day 3

Improvise
d Test 2:
6
Improvise
d Test 3 :
9
(1 low; 10
top)

Answers to remarks based on
supplier expected improvements

Following items should be
considered in the full operational
development of the tool:
•

Unnecessary
interactions between
the user and the tablet
should be avoided. the
voice recognition for
matching the PDMs and
variables is necessary.
Additional information
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functio
n

the user
is
trained.
It could
work for
non
safety
critical
commun
ication
during
standstil
l.

•

•

such as name, train
number, etc. should be
able to be inserted
beforehand.
Geolocalisation
information should be
directly inserted in the
application.
In case of receiving an
emergency call the tool
should be able to listen
and switch the
languages to translate
what is being said by the
Traffic Controller.
The driver should know
by heart the emergency
phrases

Defined in the TSI OPE 2019/773
and if there is any national rules in
this regard.
•

An emergency button
should be accessable in
the tool with simple and
clear definition of the
emergency situation.

To what
extend
do you
think
the
PDMs
ease
the
commu
nication
betwee
n
drivers
and
Traffic
Controll
ers?

large
extend

some

large
extend

very much

to use the
correct
wording
required
in the
regulation

very much

N.A

To what
extend
do you
think
PDMs
cover
the
operati
onal
situatio

The
most
of the
operati
onal
case
are
covere

most
common
situation
s are
covered

The most
of the
operation
al case
are
covered
by PDMs

Depends on
the subject
between 30%
- 75% of
coverge

to much
focused
to driver
side;
Traffic
Controller
side
should be
resived

9
(1 low; 10
top)

The work on PDMs will be
continued in the Language
Programme
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Tool
itself

ns?
(was
there
any
case
where
there
was no
corresp
onding
PDM to
your
need?)

d by
PDMs

Was the
test
close to
real
operati
onal
conditio
ns?

yes

yes

yes

yes

nearly

Yes

N.A

Did you
felt
more
confide
nt in
commu
nication
having a
tool as
a
support
ing
device?

yes

yes

yes

N.A

N.A

N.A

N.A

Do you
think
that the
tool
could
support
in
commu
nication
even
the
driver
speaks
at level
B1?

yes

yes

yes

N.A

N.A

N.A

N.A

Does
the tool
help
you to
be
more
sure

neutral

n.a.

neutral

N.A

N.A

N.A

N.A
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about
the
order
from
opposit
e side
compari
ng to
commu
nication
directly
having
the B1
compet
ence on
the
driver
side?

Tool
ergono
my

Were
you
able to
find the
PDMs
to
express
your
need?

yes

yes

yes

N.A

mostly

9
(1 low; 10
top)

N.A

Were
you
able to
establis
h an
effectiv
e
commu
nication
?

yes

yes

yes

yes

normally
yes

yes

N.A

What
feature
did you
expect
but not
find?

no

speech
recogniti
on when
entering
variable
s in
PDMs

no

N.A

devision
Traffic
Controller
/driver;
fixed
variables
should be
more

must be
easier to
change
voice
speed
directly
from the
main
menu of
the
applicatio
n

The possibility of setting up the
main features such as level of
voice, Speed of the translation
directly in the application must be
Implemented in the version which
will be used in regular operational
situation.

Would
you
welcom
e some
stands

n.a.

yes,
especiall
y when
loco is
moving

n.a.

Yes

N.A

N.A

N.A
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for the
tool?

Would
you
welcom
e to
have
tool
implem
ented
to the
cabin
dashbo
ard or
Traffic
Controll
er
console
?

yes

yes

yes

N.A

N.A

N.A

N.A

Where
do you
prefer
to have
the
tablet
during
the
operati
on left middleright
side.

n.a.

center

n.a.

N.A

N.A

N.A

N.A

Does
the tool
usage
extend
the
commu
nication
time
that
cause
you
stress
or
discomf
ort?

n.a.

yes, if it
was a
real
situation

n.a.

N.A

N.A

N.A

•

•

The training of users is
essential in effective
usage of the tool.
The training programme
of train drivers and
traffic controllers should
be Updated by Safety
Management System of
RUs and IMs.

The answers by PMs for the test configuration and tool evaluation are shown in the table below.
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Evaluatio
n by PM

Test
configurat
ion

Pilot 2- Day
1 – IM

Pilot 2- Day 1 –
RU

quite good

Improvements in
speech
recognition and
PDM definition
can be seen
compared to first
field test. PDMs
are essential,
free speech
doesn't produce
usable
translation.
However, the
tool is still not
suitable for time
critical, safety
relevant
communication
between driver
and Traffic
Controller, even
when the user is
trained. It could
work for non
safety critical
communication
during standstill.

How do
you rate
the
general
impressio
n after
this test?

Did the LT
support
driver and
Traffic
Controller
for
establishi
ng a
communic
ation?

Yes [can be
enhanced]

yes,
communication
would not have
been possible
without the tool

Pilot 2Day 2 IM

Pilot 2 –
Day 3 - IM

Pilot 2- Day
3 - RU

improveme
nt
compared
to the first
test

very
important
the use
between
point and
comma for
communicati
ng the exact
point on the
line
(kilometers
and meters)

yes

yes

long
communicati
ons, with
many
information
it will be
important to
increase
pause
between the
single parts

For operational implementation:

n.a

For operational implementation,
the unnecessary interaction
between the user and the tablet
should be avoided. the voice
recognition for matching the
PDMs and variables is
necessary. Additional
information such as name, train
number, etc. should be able to
be inserted beforehand.
Geo localisation information
should be directly inserted in
the application. This will reduce
the time needed for the
communication

Yes in
efficient
way

n.a

the
duration of
the
communica
tion was in
line with
the
expected
time

Still too long for
time critical
communication

Answers to remarks based on
supplier expected
enhancements

Training should enable drivers
and Traffic Controllers to ensure
that the critical words are used
for the critical situation enabling
the PDMs to be sent quickly.

successf
ul

Time
measured

GA881779

Pilot
2–
Day 2
– RU
The
tool
and
the
driver
's
ability
impro
ved

in line
with the
expecte
d time

regarding
scenario
with Wos:
test
performed
5 minutes
faster than
a
comparable
test during
the first
field test

the ability to pause must be
added to the features;
or
The ability to replay what was
received by the user;
or
the PDMs related to Written
Orders should be divided in
several pieces.
or
To have a fix button “please
repeat, I did not understand”
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Tool
evaluatio
n

Did the
selected
improvise
d scenario
perform
successful
ly
How do
you rate
functional
ities
(Voice
recognitio
n)?
How do
you rate
Functional
ities
(Manual
search)?
Number
of correct
PDM
recognitio
n [80% of
scenarios
needs to
be
recognise
d
correctly]
Number
of
Variable
needed to
be
adjusted
manually
[Variable
was not
recognise
d] [less
than 20%green]
[20%50%Orange]
[above
50% Red]
Number
of
Variable
needed to
be
adjusted
manually
[Variable
was not
keptrecognise
d first]
[less than

GA881779

Yes [can be
enhanced]

to be
enhanced

Excellent

N.A

Yes

Yes in
efficent
way

good

Good it
should
be
enhance
d

good

The PDMs
appear within
the top 5 entries
in the search
results.

excellent

yes

yes

n.a

N.A

good

good (our
own
technical
instrument
s were not
the best)

n.a

For operational implementation
the voice recognition of
variables must work 100%.

better
than
in
first
test

a better
classificatio
n of the
PDM's can
help

N.a

N.A

n.a

n.a

n.a

For the operational
implementation, a second layer
of classification as user whether
driver or traffic controller
should be defined. This will help
user to have access rapidly to
the set of PDMs related to their
need. (While access to all PDMs
is possible)

80%

n.a

n.a.

In PDMs with
more than one
variable, only the
first one is
recognisd
reliably. The
subsequent ones
needed to be
adjusted
manually all the
time

20%

In the operational
implementation, for uttering
PDMs while using key words,
the suggested PDMs must
appear in the order of having all
keywords first, and the others
afterwards.

n.a

n.a

n.a

n.a.

n.a

50%

n.a

n.a

For operational implementation,
the unnecessary interaction
between the user and the tablet
should be avoided. the voice
recognition for matching the
PDMs and variables is
necessary. Additional
information such as name, train
number, etc. should be able to
be inserted beforehand.
Geolocalisation information
should be directly inserted in
the application. This will reduce
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20%green]
[20%50%Orange]
[above
50% Red]

GA881779

the time needed for the
communication
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Annex II
List of cross borders in EU21

Language Pair

Language
difference
between two
borders

RFC

Number of
train passing
2017

Number
of train
passing
2018

Number
of train
passing
2019

PL-SK

Polish - Slovakian

3

RFC5

161

70

7

Kornsjo(Norway)

Norway - Sweden

3

RFC3

976

927

920

Irun (FR-ES)

French – Spanish

3

RFC4

2,329

2,036

2,117

ES-PT

Spanish – Portugal

2

RFC4

1,947

2397

2392

GB-FR

English – French

3

RFC2

1,941

1,718

2,411

H.Lidec/Luky PM

Czech – Slovenian

3

RFC 9

N.A

2,926

2,979

Hendaye (FR-ES)

French – Spanish

3

RFC4

3,162

2,907

3,046

BE-LU

German, French –
German - French

1

RFC2

5,895

4,516

4,653

LU-FR

German , French –
French

1

RFC2

10,681

9,732

5,198

SI-HU

Slovenian - Hungarian

3

RFC6

N.A

N.A

6,097

AT-SI

German – Slovenian

3

RFC5

7,814

5,987

7,164

IT-SI

Italian – Slovenian

3

RFC 6

6958

6839

7186

Cross border

21

The information of RFC 7 and RFC 11 is not available.
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FR-CH

French -French,
German, Italian

1

RFC2

8,107

7,614

7,207

SI-HR

Slovenian – Croatian

2

RFC6

N.A

N.A

7,300

FR-IT

French – Italian

3

RFC6

N.A

N.A

7,530

HU-HR

Croatian – Hungarian

3

RFC6

N.A

N.A

8,001

AT-SK

German - Slovakia

3

RFC5

9,010

8,127

8,155

Lernacken
(Sweden)

Sweidish – Danish

3

RFC3

13,442

8,744

8,999

ES-FR

Spanish – French

3

RFC6

N.A

N.A

9,356

NL - BE

German (Dutch) –
German (BE)

2

RFC 2

10,125

9,215

9,724

Padborg/Flensburg
(Germany Denmark)

German- Danish

3

RFC3

10,966

10,716

10,441

DE-FR

German – French

3

RFC 4

12,002

10,198

10,819

Mosty u J /Cadca
(CZ-SL)

Czech – Slovenian

1

RFC9

N.A

13,854

12,070

CZ-AT

Czech - German

3

RFC5

12,718

13,091

12,753

BE-FR

German, French –
French

1

RFC2

14,623

14,623

14,760

AT-IT

German - Italian

3

RFC5

16,667

17,393

18,000

Brenner (AT-IT)

German – Italian

3

RFC3

19,451

20,008

19,960
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Kufstein (ATGermany)

German - German

1

RFC3

23,622

26,249

26,003

PL-CZ

Polish – Czech

3

RFC5

26,752

26,416

26,139

NL-DE

German (Dutch) –
German

2 PDMs in
place

RFC1

42,871

43,266

45,367

CH-IT

German, Italian,
French – Italian

2

RFC1

46,219

47,125

47,182

DE-CH

German -German,
Italian, French

1

RFC1

51450

53812

53948

BE-DE

German – German

2

RFC1

22,925

23,852

23,268

Essen (BE) –
Roosendaal (NL)

German – German
(Dutch)

2

RFC 8

8,130

N.A

N.A

Botzelaer (BE) –
Aachen West (DE)

German – German

1

RFC 8

23,460

N.A

N.A

Zevenaar (NL) –
Emmerich (DE)

German – German

2

RFC 8

24,500

N.A

N.A

Oldenzaal (NL) –
Bad Bentheim (DE)

German – German

2

RFC 8

5,860

N.A

N.A

Bad Schandau (DE)
– Děčín (CZ)

German - Czech

RFC 8

28450

N.A

N.A

Frankfurt (Oder)
(DE) – Rzepin (PL)

German - Polish

RFC 8

14640

N.A

N.A

GA881779
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Horka (DE) –
Węgliniec ( L)

German - Polish

Trakiszki (PL) –
Mockava (LT)

Polish – Lithuanian

Joniškis (LT) –
Meitene (LV)

Lithuanian – Latvian

Lugaži (LV) – Valga
(EE)

Latvian - Estonian

3
3
3
3

RFC 8

1760

N.A

N.A

RFC 8

440

N.A

N.A

RFC 8

1240

N.A

N.A

RFC 8

1340

N.A

N.A

RFC10

11500

N.A

N.A

RFC10

8200

N.A

N.A

RFC10

7000

N.A

N.A

RFC10

4550

N.A

N.A

RFC10

5100

N.A

N.A

RFC10

2900

N.A

N.A

3
Rosenbach (A)Jesenice (SLO)

German (AT) –
Slovenan

Spielfeld-Straß (A)
- (Šentilj) Maribor
(SLO)

German (AT)–
Slovenian

Dobova (SLO)Savski Marof (HR)

Slovenian – Croatian

Tovarnik (HR) - Šid
(SRB)

Croatian – Serbian

Dimitrovgrad (SRB)
- Dragoman (BG)

Serbian - Bulgarian

Svilengrad (BG) Kapikule-Edirne
(TR)

GA881779
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3
3
3
3
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